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the researchers found that the ru catalyst was more active for the ammonia synthesis reaction when
supported by ceo2 and cs than when supported by cs, and that a high concentration of ceo2
improved the stability of the support materials. the reaction was also more efficient at lower

temperatures and pressures than when the conventional haber-bosch process is used. bosch has a
long tradition of providing solutions for the bakery market. our unique mixing technology (in

conjunction with our deep oven expertise) gives us an excellent competitive edge in this area. our
bread cutting, bagging and multi-task machinery, such as our baggers, bag makers, conveyor

systems, and the kliklok bagpacker, are used in the bakery market worldwide. bosch has a long
tradition of providing solutions for the cereal market. we already have a variety of cereal packaging
lines on the market, as well as cereal conveying solutions. our experience from the bakery market is
used in order to make the cereals market more efficient, which creates room for new products and
processes. our multi-task equipment, such as our baggers, bag makers, conveyor systems, and the
kliklok bagpacker, are used in the cereal market worldwide. bosch has a long tradition of providing

solutions for the packaging market. we have been a leading player in this market for more than 100
years. our packaging solutions are used for the packaging of a wide range of products, ranging from
dry bulk foods to frozen products, to granulated, powdered and liquid products. the bosch packaging

machines, baggers and bagmakers, and the kliklok bagpacker, are used in the packaging market
worldwide.
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bosch packaging technology is
dedicated to providing its

customers with new,
innovative solutions that

result in high-quality products
and enhance their business
performance. the company

achieves its goal by
developing innovative

production technologies, such
as flexible packaging

solutions, and by focusing on
the needs of its customers
with regard to product and
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process quality, sustainability,
and resource efficiency. bosch

packaging technology
products and solutions are
used in a wide variety of
industries, including the
automotive, food, and

electronics markets. the
company is based in munster,
germany, and has over 2,400
associates. it is active in more
than 50 countries and holds
market-leading positions in

packaging and industrial
technology. bosch packaging
technology is the packaging
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and industrial technology
division of the bosch group.
with approximately 6,000
associates worldwide, the

company is a global leader in
its field. the bosch packaging

technology group has
developed innovative
solutions for the food,

chemical, construction,
automotive, and electronics

markets. associates work in a
structured and focused

manner on the development
and implementation of
innovative processes,
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products, and services for the
packaging, industrial, and

consumer goods industries.
the company offers its
customers innovative
solutions for resource
efficiency, quality, and

operational safety. böhler is a
subsidiary of the bosch group

(traded as bsh) and is based in
speyer, germany. with a

workforce of more than 8,000
employees and a sales volume
of 50 billion euros, the bosch

group is a leading global
supplier of technology and
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services. its 52,000 associates
work in more than 100

countries. the bosch group
generated sales of about 78.8

billion euros in fiscal year
2020. 5ec8ef588b
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